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F

arming may not be nuclear science, but it is
a science. The 21st Century grower strives to
achieve a high yield in the most efficient manner
possible. Smart irrigation controls can help reach
that goal.
The Reinke Precision Management (RPM) Advanced Plus™ pivot control panel makes Reinke
advanced irrigation controls available at an
affordable price. Access flow and pressure readings with a tap of your finger. Customize your
home screen to easily access your most-used
controls.
Our growers told us that they wanted to be able
to customize their own panels but still have
something that was easy to program – and we, of
course, listened. RPM Advanced Plus is available
as a faceplate to upgrade existing RPM panels,
meaning you can have all the features you want
without replacing your existing panel.
Plus means more. It’s that simple. In fact, controlling a pivot has never been easier than with
the RPM Advanced plus. It’s 4.3-inch, touchscreen, full-color display has all the advanced
control options needed for smart irrigation practice and offers some of the most-used functions
at less cost than the traditional computer panel.
The easy-to-program functionality includes standard electronic flow meter input, independent
pump control, pressure and temperature restart,
and speed control by percentage.
The RPM Advanced Plus is ReinCloud-Ready®,
meaning you can access, monitor and adjust all
the advanced controls from a smartphone. With a
ReinCloud subscription you can remotely manage
multiple systems with 24/7 operational access
from one dashboard. For ease of mind, you can
elect to receive ReinCloud notifications to alert
you of changes in the system’s status.
We are confident the RPM Advanced Plus offers
unmatched reliability and durability. That’s why it
carries a five-year warranty whether it is installed

with a new system, as a complete panel replacement or as an upgrade to an existing RPM panel.
Are you ready to upgrade to RPM Advanced Plus?
Contact a Reinke dealer today!

